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CATS EXPLORE THE COUNTRYSIDE  
New Country Themed Scratchers and Toys from Imperial Cat 

 
SuperZoo Booth #13114 

 
MORRILTON, Ark. – Cat parents and kitties don’t need to travel to far away for the country life. 
Felines longing for some rural exploration will be delighted by Imperial Cat’s new collection of 
country themed scratcher and toys. 
 
Cats will want to put their paws on this fun line of scratchers and toys that includes playful prints 
and patterns. The Farm Animals Scratch ‘n Shape has a picturesque collection of animals that 
blends nicely with rustic home décor, while the Barn Scene Scratch ‘n Shape displays a lively 
farm setting. Both scratchers are featured in Imperial Cat’s classic Lounge shape, which offers the 
perfect place for catnaps and dreaming of wide-open fields.  
 
The new collection also includes a 
Country Chicken Print Scratch ‘n 
Shape that has a classic French pastoral 
pattern and is available in any scratcher 
shape. It’s sure to have felines purring. 
Plus, like all Imperial Cat scratchers, the 
Country Scratch ‘n Shapes are made in 
the USA out of recycled paper and are 
recyclable after use.  
 
Besides scratchers, the Country Chicken Catnip Toy will provide hours of entertainment, and 
is sure to be your feline’s new favorite. This striped chicken shaped toy features velcro seals, 
allowing cat parents to easily refill with Imperial Cat’s Organic Catnip.  
 
For more information on the Country Scratchers and Toys and other feline accessories from 
Imperial Cat, visit them at www.ImperialCat.com or call 501-354-8466.  
 
About Imperial Cat 
For more than 25 years, Imperial Cat has manufactured high quality, eco-friendly and natural cat 
products developed to enhance the lives of cats and their owners. For more information on their 
feline friendly products, please visit www.ImperialCat.com. 
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